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INTRODUCTION



What makes bosses bosses and most others slaves.  Knowledge plays an important role.  Here we discuss "core secrets".  This is the information which is common 
knowledge among the leaders but which is generally unknown to others.  You can find this information if you are willing to do the research.  However, most people are not.  
Also, it is difficult to search areas which you do not know even exist.  So, let's get started.  
  

ELECTRICITY

 
The first point we want to make about electricity is that electricity is transdimensional.  Electricity is invisible in this dimension but visible and solid in the Astral 
dimension.  This perhaps explains why the equations used in electrical engineering contain "imaginary" numbers.  While these (like the square root of minus one) are 
"imaginary" in our dimension, they may not be in the Astral dimension.  One use of this is to construct "traps" to catch anyone who is using Astral projection to snoop 
around sensitive areas.  Consequently, remote viewing is preferred for these missions. 

There is no way that physical generators alone provide the electrical power for this planet.  The demand is simply too great.  Instead, power is generated using discoveries 
and techniques made by NicolaTesla which have been kept secret from the general public for years.  If people knew these secrets, governments would lose control because 
people could exist independently. 

Basically, Tesla discovered that standing waves which naturally exist between the earth and the upper atmosphere operate at a frequency of 400 Hz and you can harness this 
power to obtain essentially unlimited amounts of electricity.  Another factor is the quartz content of the planet.  Everyone has seen the quartz lighters which are ignited by 
striking a quartz crystal to generate a spark.  This principal can be expanded to provide useful amounts of electricity.  There are physical generators, however these are 
basically "exciters" to stimulate the natural quartz in the earth. 

The frequency of commercial power depends upon the physical location where it will be used.  The use of 60 Hz in north america and 50 Hz in Europe is not because 
"someone liked those numbers" but because that frequency is best for that area.  Installations in Antarctica must use equipment designed for 72 Hz. 

While this technology is said to provide unlimited power,  eventually you will encounter limitations.  
  

TRANSPORTATION

Classically, people are told,  "You can't go anywhere far away because you can't travel faster than the speed of light and so you would never make it"  Well, that's a nice idea 
but since aliens come and go in a short period of time from many light years away, the speed of light limit idea does not hold up to reality testing.  Al Bielek, in his lectures, 
mentions he asked how long it took an alien ship to get here from quite a distance and they said "about 45 minutes". 

Mr. Bielek also describes "Jump Rooms" and other methods.  A Jump Room is basically a "doorway" which is connected to a distant location (like Mars).  You step thru this 
doorway and come out on, say, Mars.  Want to come home?  Just step thru again.  There is no time delay.  Jump rooms transport anything - not just people.  Equipment, 
supplies, food and whatever else you need at the other end can be sent. 

Additionally, there is a sort of  "directed worm hole" technology that can be focused at a distant location.  There is no receiving device at the other end.  Transportation is 
usually iinstantaneous, however Bielek says there might be "a few seconds" delay if you were going to a location in another galaxy. 

Al Bielek gave interviews and lectures until he died.  Originally, they were all available on You Tube.  Sadly, very few remain. 

Allot of this technology was developed or perfected at Montauk with the assistance of aliens.  See the book "Montauk Revisited"  by Preston Nichols and Peter Moon  which 
is still available for purchase. 

Invisibility experiments not only include "The Philadelphia Experiment" which was later dramatized in the feature film with the same title (1984) https://www.imdb.com/
title/tt0087910/ 

Al Bielek mentions in his videos a technique which makes people temporarily invisible.  One involves chemicals and the other uses some type of electromagnetic fields.  
Both have side effects.  This classic photo: 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0087910/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0087910/


 

shows two secret service agents guarding the President on a fishing trip.  One has his arms crossed.  The other and the President are fishing but all you can see is the fishing 
pole of the second agent.  There is also a disturbance in the water where the invisible agent's feet would be. 

TIME

 
Time is completely understood.  Traveling in time has been perfected.  Al Bielek illustrates the structure of time in his videos.  This is the basic structure of time: 

 

A point in time is specified by five vectors: 



 

The first four vectors specify your current location and the fifth vector (shown as "T2") shows your future location.  These pictures are from the video   https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=S3ON9iLF-Aw 

People who travel in time are called "Chrononauts" in the US.  You can travel back in time and change the future.  Chrononauts were sent to change history to show that the 
North won the Civil War.  Actually, the South won.  We know this because people living today who were alive in a past lifetime during the Civil War all recall the South 
won.  You can change history locally but you can't change it universally.  You can't alter the Akashic Records. 

Jesse Ventura covered this is one of the episodes of his "Conspiracy Theory" TV show.  In this episode, Ventura locates a real Chrononaut and goes back to a house he lived 
in in the past.  They talked to whoever lived there now and the chrononaut described little details you could not know unless you had actually lived there such as squeaky 
doors or scratches here and there and the present residents confirmed these. 

Previously, you could purchase all the episodes of Conspiracy Theory.  Unfortunately, essentially all have disappeared.  Only some remain on web sites that archive banned 
videos like  brighteon.com 

Remote Viewing and Astral Projection 

Remote Viewing and Astral Projection are natural abilities everyone has. They lie dormant and undeveloped in most people.  These two skills are not the same.  In Astral 
projection, you separate your Astral body from your physical body to go on out of body trips.  In remote viewing you create a thought form and send it to remotely view.  
You need your Astral body to stay alive, however you do not need thought forms you create.  It is therefore much safer for you personally to use the remote viewing 
technique. 

Although both techniques have always existed, it appears that present day governments only recently discovered them.  In the US, Robert Monroe (Monroe Institute) was 
reportedly a signiificantly contributed to the original research.  Monroe could Astrally project at will and, apparently, had no training in the associated ethics.  Later, remote 
viewing techniques are said to have been perfected at the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) which is the top secret division of Stanford University. 

We know a good bit about the government's program because of the book  "PSYCHIC WARRIOR"  by David Morehouse.  Briefly, Morehouse was in the military and was 
recruited to join the remote viewer program.  People from the military met with his wife and told her,  "Your husband will not be the man you married"  (after he joins).  
Viewing was conducted in a grey room insulated to block outside sounds.  Views work with a "controller".  Viewers are conscious and relate what they see to the controller.  
To begin, viewers must lock in to the Theta brain wave frequency.  Theta has a frequency of 3.5 to 7.5 Hz. 

Morehouse left the program when it was disclosed that the program was going to be "expanded" to include not only viewing but killing people at some remote location.  
Since he was still in the military, things did not go well for him after that.  Psychic Warrior is a great book with expanded descriptions.  It also has a happy ending. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3ON9iLF-Aw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3ON9iLF-Aw
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Witches in their covens essentially do the same things using their Astral bodies.  First, you agree on some known location.  Everyone meets there in their Astral bodies.  
From there, they travel as a group to visit some distant  location.  They can travel in time and so can remote viewers.  The difference is that, in your Astral body, you can 
directly interact with any other being you may encounter who is using their Astral body.  
  

SCALAR PHYSICS

If "ET" wanted to "call home", he certainly would not want to wait months or years for home to get the message and reply.  Similarly, craft traveling in deep space would 
find conventional methods unusable.  They communicate using Scalar Technology.  Scalar technology allows communications independent from time.  For example, 
telepathy is instantaneous and is a natural scalar communication technique. 

Scalar Physics is not a household word but is does exist and these technologies are in common use today. 

If you want to get into the technical details of scalar technology, consult the book  "The Covert Colonization of our Solar System"  by  Herbert Dorsey   and published by 
OutskirtsPress.com (IBN 978-1-4787-6883--8).  Scalar Physics is chapter seven.  Mr. Dorsey has several other books that may interest you.  You can view his books here:   
https://outskirtspress.com/bookstore/?search=herbert+dorsey#  
  

THE UNDERWORLD

There is a "second Earth" underground.  The area is constantly being expanded and covers the entire planet.  Construction has been going on for quite some time.  Let's go 
over what we know about this.  This is a long article but pretty comprehensive:   https://archive.org/stream/UndergroundCitiesAndBases/Underground%20Cities%20and%
20Bases_djvu.txt 

The NOVA program titled "Top Secret America" also touches on this subject. 

lTransportation 

All these underground bases, facilities and cities need access to each other.  This is accomplished thru an underground train network.  The trains travel in vacuum tunnels 
and are propelled by mag-lift technology at a minimum speed of MACH 2.  Much higher speeds have been reported. 

Pictures and details are reported here:   https://marilynjwilliams.com/how-they-connect-wicked-secret-underground-cities/  
Maps are reported here:   https://allnewspipeline.com/Underground_Tunnels_Unexplained_Booms.php 

Installations 

Recall from the musical "Camelot",  "The rain may never fall till after sundown - by eight the morning fog must disappear".  Well, this may be fantasy on the surface but it is 
reality underground.  Underground cities where people live are reportedly absolutely gorgeous.  Everything is perfect - air, water, light, food etc. 

Let's look at the food supply.  Here is a storage area: 

file:///E|/CS/FINAL/OutskirtsPress.com
https://outskirtspress.com/bookstore/?search=herbert+dorsey#
https://archive.org/stream/UndergroundCitiesAndBases/Underground%20Cities%20and%20Bases_djvu.txt
https://archive.org/stream/UndergroundCitiesAndBases/Underground%20Cities%20and%20Bases_djvu.txt
https://marilynjwilliams.com/how-they-connect-wicked-secret-underground-cities/
https://allnewspipeline.com/Underground_Tunnels_Unexplained_Booms.php




 

The pictures show the food storage area and areas that appear to be passages to perhaps an underground car park for those who commute between the surface and the 
underground.  
  

SEX MAGICK AND BLOOD MAGICK

Sex magick and blood magick fall into the general category of energy work.  Here, however, you are not dealing with conventional energy but, rather, with subtle energies.  
Sex magick, of course, involves sex.  Blood magick involves human sacrifices. Everyone naturally has a certain amount of psychic energy.  However, if your goal is to 
accomplish extraordinary things, you need extraordinary amounts of psychic energy.  You can get what you need by taking it from someone else - sort of like a vampire.  
There are various methods and techniques.  Some are "white", however most are "black". 

Everyone knows Catholic priests rape young boys, however most don't understand the motivation.  The purpose is to take the boy's psychic energy ao increase your own.  If 
you have a surplus of young boys - like in a Catholic school - you can boost your own energy levels fairly quickly. 

There is reportedly a Catholic ritual in which young boys are recruited to sign a contract in which they are promised unlimited sex with different (strange) girls for one year.  
At the end of the year, they will be sacrificed in some ritual.  This process combines sex and blood magick.  By letting the boy have unlimited sex, his psychic energy level is 
greatly increased.  When he is sacrificed, those attending the ritual will absorb this energy. 



Catholics are an easy example to cite, however you should realize that wherever you have a secluded group of people who live "above the law" - such as Georgetown - you 
are likely to find things like this.  Sue Ford (Brice Taylor), a recovered "Presidential Model" slave and author of the book "Thanks for the Memories" - who was under mind 
control her entire life - reports that, as a child, she was given age appropriate assignments.  One was to visit playgrounds with young kids.  She would go to some kid and 
say, "Look - come here - there is someone with a TV set in their car!"  This would have been rare at that time.  Once the kid was out of site he was snatched, put in a cage, 
and taken off never to be seen again.  It was her understanding that these kids were to be used as sacrifices in rituals that take place constantly in Washington, D.C. and other 
elite hang-outs. 

It should be noted that techniques for increasing psychic energy are not all "black".  Tantra Yoga, for example, is a method couples can use to increase their energies.  
Unfortunately, successful use of this method requires levels of concentration that have been gradually lost over the years.  Few masters of this yoga remain and it is rare for 
them to find a capable student.  To use this method, the couple sleep sexually joined but do not climax.  This causes the sexual energies to remain with them.  Climax 
releases the energy.  Obviously, accomplishing this is not as easy as it sounds. 

Witchcraft covens also do a ritual called Tantra, however it is not the same.  When you have sex, your body releases powerful chemicals such as Oxytocin, Endorphins, 
Dopamine, and Norepinephrine.  In this technique, guys try to have as much sex as they can in a short period of time.  This works best if you have a different girl each time.  
The object is to basically overdose on the chemicals your body naturally produces and in doing so transport you into some altered state of consciousness. 

This information is not exactly secret, however, you will need to look for it.  Remember, "the truth is out there".  
  

MIND CONTROL

Most nations and especially the US appear to be obsessed with mind control.  Perhaps the most detailed investigation was recorded by Walter Bowart in his book, 
"Operation Mind Control".  This book is not new and you can usually find it as a free pdf on the internet.  A presently active source is   http://www.whale.to/b/
Operation_Mind_Control_-_Walter_Bowart.pdf 

Interestingly, early on, before MK Ultra, the government had developed effective mind control methods.  Bowart discusses an enlisted man who had a hot girlfriend who 
was also enlisted.  However, when he left the service, memories of the girl started to fade.  He forgot her name, what she looked like and, eventually, that he even had a 
girlfriend.  Apparently, the woman had been "reassigned". 

Later, as interest in mind control continued, we have activities at Montauk.  A man named Wilhelm_Reich   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilhelm_Reich  discovered that 
the unconscious mind which is normally inaccessible was assessable and joined to the conscious mind during orgasm.  So, if you could somehow prolong the orgasm, you 
could access the unconscious mind and plant commands which would subtly control the person.  At Montauk, it was determined that the technique would be most effective 
on blue eyed blond boys.  The technique would not work with females because the Aura of males and females has an opposite "spin".  So, enter the so called "Montauk 
Boys".  The government sent unmarked vans out at night looking for blue eyed blond boys.  When spotted, they were kidnapped and taken to the Montauk base.  Original 
programming methods were brutal.  Since it was unlikely that the boys were interested in sex with other boys, Al Bielek reports they were beaten with baseball bats to force 
them to comply.  Bielek says many died but it was easy to capture more so the project continued.  Those successfully programmed were given assignments.  Some were to 
be educated as doctors, lawyers, etc.  and others were to be put to use immediately doing assassinations and other terrorist acts.  None of the boys remembered anything until 
they were "triggered".  The sleeper boys would still alive today because the programming was done in 1983.  Bielek says the brutal methods damaged the boys Aura and 
they would stand out in a crowd like Christmas lights to anyone who had developed their Astral vision.  Techniques developed later would work on girls. 

We have books and videos from the only two women who survived MK Ultra programming and recovered their memories.  
"Thanks for the Memories" by Brice Taylor (Sue Ford) is highly recommended.  There is no other way to obtain some of the information she revealed.  Sue was protected by 
retired FBI special agent Ted Gunderson until he died.  Sue Ford reveals that she was shuffled around to different organizations during her training.  NASA did stress testing 
using equipment normally used on astronauts.  Playboy had the contract for sex education.  the Catholic church administered "rites".  One of these, the "rite to forget" is said 
to be an intense mental ordeal. 

Cathy O'brien also has books in print. 

Videos from Cathy O'brien appear to have been completely redacted.  
The videos with Sue Ford (Brice Taylor) have been removed from You Tube.  However, you can still find some on sites that archive suppressed videos like   brighteon.com  

http://www.whale.to/b/Operation_Mind_Control_-_Walter_Bowart.pdf
http://www.whale.to/b/Operation_Mind_Control_-_Walter_Bowart.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilhelm_Reich
file:///E|/CS/FINAL/brighteon.com


Two active links are:   https://www.brighteon.com/34d71b8b-1068-4df7-9916-356dbb2354e9   and   https://www.brighteon.com/1e7df549-6389-43b6-9a0b-8c42e04bda55 

The specific technique used on Sue Ford and Cathy O'brien is called Monarch Programming.  It was reportedly developed by the German doctor Josef  Mengele.  These 
doctors were given "color names" when they worked in the US after WWII.  Mengele was Dr. Green.  The technique consists of subjecting the victim to intense trauma so 
that their mind "fractures".  These fractures are called "alters" (alternate personalities).  Alters are then programmed with new personalities and "locked".  The victim is 
unaware of their existence until they are activated with the correct "key".  This can be a spoken phrase, a sequence of tones or musical notes or some other unique signal.  
Presidential models have no idea who they are.  They live a normal life, generally as a family with kids.  When they are sent on some mission, they look and act like a 
regular person.  They are not "activated" until they reach their destination.  Then their new personality is locked for the return trip. 

It is important to realize that the MK Ultra project never ended and is active today.  When the original project was exposed by the Church congressional investigation, the 
project simply went deeper underground and periodically changes its code name.  The latest name is said to be Marathon but that has surely now changed.  Also, the problem 
of slaves recovering memories has also apparently been fixed.  
  

BLACK SITES

Black sites refer to hidden places where governments hold political prisoners.  There are no rules in these places.  Since they "don't exist", people kept there are subject to 
any treatment the operators please.  Although it has been proven that you cannot obtain actionable intelligence from a prisoner thru torture, it is still in common use.  The 
only purpose of torture appears to be "torture". 

A relatively recent documentary film, "Eminent Monsters"  https://www.imdb.com/title/tt12922392/   traces the history of modern history.  
  

ANTARCTICA

If Antarctica is a frozen wasteland then why do essentially all the developed nations want to have a presence there.  Let's take a closer look.  You may recall Admiral Byrd 
and his claims that he went into an underground earth with access in Antarctica.  Byrd kept a diary which was ordered classified for one hundred years.  That time is up and 
the actual diary was available on the internet for some time.  However, it appears the real diary has disappeared.  There are sites offering and selling his diary, however these 
are not the original.  This is obvious if you previously read the original. 

The underground world Byrd visited is described as quite beautiful and the climate is temperate.  There is vegetation and also people there.  He describes meeting these 
people who are said to be very friendly.  There is evidence that these inhabitants existed before humans.  The KJV bible in Genesis states, "There were giants in the Earth at 
that time and also afterward..."  "Giants" is probably a mistranslation and perhaps really meant highly intelligent or similar.  In any case, if you want to consider the Old 
Testament as fact, the planet was occupied before the arrival of humans. 

Whoever and whatever lives under the ice in Antarctica is clearly of significant interest to the surface dwellers or there would not be such an extensive effort to camp out 
there.  
  

ALIENS

Yes, aliens do exist.  Yes, aliens are here.  Aliens have always visited Earth and probably assisted previous civilizations.  However, in recent history, aliens on Earth began 
to interact with locals around 1913.  Reportedly, their first contact was with the Catholic Church, a relationship that continues today. 

You have probably met aliens already and simply not realized it.  Some aliens are so similar to humans that they can freely walk the streets unnoticed.  However, others 
cannot. 

https://www.brighteon.com/34d71b8b-1068-4df7-9916-356dbb2354e9
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This is a sketch of a Zeta Reticuli courtesy of Al Bielek.  You are not likely to meet this guy in your favorite shopping mall. 

Aliens worked alongside humans during the Montauk project and are described in the book "Montaul Revisited".  The "small greys" and the Reptilians both assisted.  The 
small greys absorb food thru their skin and also excrete waste thru their skin.  Consequently, they stink.  The humans would periodically grab them and bathe them.  They 
were not happy about this but the humans definitely were.  There was also assistance from the Dracos.  These aliens can be about twelve feet tall (sometimes called "tall 
greys").  They live for about ten thousand years and spend the first few hundred years in school.  Consequently, they are very intelligent. 

There are also alien hybrids.  When a reptilian male mates with a human female, the offspring looks human.  The difference is the eyes.  Originally, they hid them with dark 
glasses but now reportedly use special contact lenses.  These hybrids are connected to the reptilian "group Soul".  Reptilians are in a class of creatures in the next level above 
the plant kingdom.  These creatures do not have individual Souls but are, essentially, all part of a single organism.  They are simply not physically linked.  Insectoids - which 
includes the greys - are also in this category.  Of the five "Elements" - Earth, Air, Fire, Water and Ether - plants only contain the Water Element.  Higher levels contain 
more.  Advanced life forms contain all five. 

If you met or even possibly worked with an alien, chances are it was a Pleiadian.  They look just like everyone else with some slight differences you would not recognize 
unless you knew where to look.  Pleiadians absolutely love this planet because of its atmosphere which is mostly Nitrogen.  They breathe Nitrogen instead of Oxygen.  They 
live around seven hundred years so, if you became friends with one, you would notice they showed no signs of aging.  
  

OFF WORLD INSTALLATIONS

The Germans were the first to set up a base on the Moon according to Herbert Dorsey's book referenced earlier.  The craft was constructed with the help of psychics from 
groups such as the Vril society.  Just because knowledge does not exist here does not mean you can't get it.  The Universe is full of beings and most of them are way smarter 
than humans.  The psychics learned how to construct "flying saucers" and how to navigate with them.  You do not have "joysticks" or such in these craft.  You must mentally 
interface with them to correctly navigate.  Arriving on the Moon, the Germans were surprised to learn that the Moon is inhabited and they needed to negotiate with the locals 
to get permission to stay there. 

Today, of course, other countries also have moon bases and these are reportedly a neutral meeting area to negotiate with alien races. 

There are also extensive bases on Mars according to Al Bielek.  These are described in some of his (deleted) lectures. 

Not all planets are hospitable places to visit, however their moons may be.  We have discussed the love for building underground installations.  These techniques could be 



used in less desirable locations.  Remember, once you have set up a Jump Room, it as no problem to quickly send whatever you need to such remote locations. 

So, it is reasonable to assume that there is an off world base wherever it is possible to construct one.  
   
   
 


